SHE’S THE ONE
In her new diary-meets-mood-board memoir, It, Alexa Chung divulges her style secrets,
heartbreak cures, and tips for becoming a karaoke superstar. Here she gives us a behindthe-scenes look at the book’s best photos. By Sharon Steel. Illustrated by Malin Bergström

Alexa Chung has officially dispelled the myth that an It girl—any girl really, including her—can wake up and immediately nail her brand of lowkey-London-cool. “Looking effortless takes a lot of effort,” she writes in It, her pretty, pink-covered book that’s part style guide, part scrapbook,
and reads like a revealing e-mail she just dashed off to a new friend. Chung began modeling at 16, but it wasn’t long before she became a
fashion darling due to her quirky tomboy street style: Peter Pan collars, mannish brogues paired with feminine dresses, and ombre highlights
are just a few of the many trends Chung made her own before the mainstream fell in love with them (and her). It covers everything from how to
properly apply black eyeliner to the best songs to listen to when you’re getting over a boy, interspersed with her funny illustrations and personal
anecdotes. We asked Chung for a behind-the-scenes peek into some of the photographs in It, and found out, not surprisingly, that her real life
is just as glamorous as it looks.
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We were at Coachella a few years ago, watching Klaxons, a new wave band from Britain. That was a whole scene in London at the time, new
wave, and we were very excited to see them in the Californian dessert. Moments before that picture was taken, Cory Kennedy splashed vodka
and cranberry juice into my eye. That’s why I look like I’m sweating and crying—it’s all stinging my eyes! [Laughs.] We created a drink that day
we called Vodamin water, which is Vitamin Water with vodka in it—we wanted to drink and get hydrated at the same time. It now will go down
as a raging image.

I was shooting a story for French Vogue, and they wanted to see all the things I had, so I was just trying to illustrate my shoe collection on a
poodle rug. I bought that rug off the street and it was so filthy, but whatever—it looks amazing.

I went to a Twenty8Twelve show at London Fashion Week with Pixie [Geldof], also sitting next to me. That picture just perfectly encapsulates
the sheer terror of knowing I was going to sit next to [Anna Wintour], this idol of mine. So Pixie and I were just sort of clinging onto each other
for dear life.

I was on a shoot [in upstate New York] with my friend Guy Aroch. I just happened to have that coat on, because I was outside. We took the
picture and we realized it was exactly the same as the [iconic David Bailey] Mick Jagger picture! I think after years of studying images, they just
happen to come out in my own life.

We were filming a TV show at this massive, grand mansion in the English countryside. In the lobby, there’s this huge piece of taxidermy. I took
the opportunity to raise my left paw! [Laughs.] You can hear me roar.
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This was taken around the same time as the Coachella one. The group of girls, we called ourselves Team Evil. We were being young and
having fun at a karaoke room in London. It was one of the first times I had ever been to karaoke, and I can’t think of a more stylish gang to go
with!

Loads of creepy pictures that I arranged in a sporadic fashion. We’ve got some weird mace gloves, a frame that I bought in Austin, a strange
portrait of an old-fashioned boy who looks a bit like Dorian Gray, and a photograph by Sam Haskins of a ’60s girl.

?

I have a ritual that I have with my friend Brianna. We go to the local bodega and buy those tiny mint balls, you know—those chocolate balls?
We get one of those before we go to bed, and then we laugh at each other, eating them, before we go to sleep.

?

I’m ashamed of how many leather jackets I own. They’re all really similar. And black ankle boots. I have an actual problem. Ankle boots are
becoming a situation where I might need medical help. [Laughs.] I dread to think…there isn’t a number I can conjure. It’s something I can’t
even think about.

?

Lady from Lady and the Tramp! Then we could recreate the spaghetti moment as a threesome.

